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Abstract—In today’s world, the competition of comprehensive national strength is more and more reflected in the competition of science and technology, and technological talents are increasingly becoming the decisive factor in the development of science and technology. With the acceleration of the process of economic globalization, talents, especially high-level innovative scientific and technological talents, have become a strategic resource and the object of competition among countries. Based on the analysis of the demand characteristics of innovative scientific and technological talents and the existing problems in the incentive mechanism of innovative scientific and technological talents, this paper puts forward some Suggestions on the construction of incentive mechanism of innovative scientific and technological talents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The so-called “innovative talents” refers to those who have innovative consciousness, spirit and ability and can achieve innovative results. With the acceleration of economic globalization, the competition among economic organizations is more and more manifested as the competition of scientific and technological strength, and the ability of independent innovation of science and technology is the essential requirement of enhancing scientific and technological strength. General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out that having a large number of innovative young talents is the vitality of national innovation and the hope of scientific and technological development. With the deep implementation of the strategy of strengthening the country, China attaches more importance to the introduction and implementation of the strategy of strengthening the country, and reflects the self-worth of a person.

II. MAIN DEMAND CHARACTERISTICS OF INNOVATIVE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TALENTS

A. Material Needs

Material demand is the inevitably lowest level of demand for innovative scientific and technological talents, and it is also a powerful driving force to promote their innovative behavior. In many people's view, material aspects such as salary are not only to meet the basic survival needs, but also symbolize the status, identity and power of employees in the organization, and reflect the self-worth of a person.

B. Desire to Be Respected and Recognized

Innovative science and technology talents pay more attention to the pursuit of autonomy, independence and innovation, eager to be recognized and respected, and eager to realize their own values. They tend to have an autonomous working environment and prefer challenging and creative work to repetitive work. By completing challenging and creative work, they can realize their self-value and gain recognition from colleagues, organizations and society.

C. Paying Attention to Personal Career Development

Innovative technology talents have the need to update their knowledge and continuously improve their own levels. Modern scientific and technological knowledge updates rapidly. Only by constantly learning new knowledge and tracking the cutting-edge scientific research in their field can scientific and technological talents actively carry out innovation activities and solve major technical problems for the organization. The organization should fully understand the individual learning needs and career development intentions of innovative scientific and technological talents, and provide them with a good learning environment and career development opportunities.

outflow. Therefore, establishing an effective incentive mechanism for scientific and technological talents and stimulating the enthusiasm and creativity of scientific and technological talents is of great significance for strengthening the construction of China's scientific and technological talents.
III. PROBLEMS IN THE INCENTIVE MECHANISM OF INNOVATIVE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TALENTS

A. Insufficient Understanding of Innovative Scientific and Technological Talents

The characteristics of innovative scientific and technological talents are often mistaken as insubordination and disobedience and are not allowed by enterprises, or even attacked and persecuted. Effective incentive system for innovative scientific and technological talents has not yet been established, which directly results in their efforts and contributions not being fairly and impartially evaluated and rewarded. The enterprise's career development and self-value realization, which attaches the most importance to innovative science and technology talents, need to be extremely ignored, resulting in the loss of original innovative scientific and technological talents, and innovation is difficult to form synergy.

B. Single Incentive Mode

Some surveys show that most enterprises think that raising wages and welfare benefits is the most effective incentive for scientific and technological talents, while they do not pay enough attention to the long-term planning, external environment and spiritual incentive of scientific and technological talents based on their own development. This kind of method, which only pays attention to material incentive but neglects spiritual incentive, has obvious effect in the initial work of scientific and technological talents, however, with the increase of age and income of scientific and technological talents, the incentive effect will be greatly reduced.

C. Lack of Long-term Evaluation and Incentive Mechanism for Innovative Scientific and Technological Talents

Good material incentive of salary needs reasonable evaluation mechanism to play a role. If the enterprise cannot establish a strict, systematic and scientific evaluation mechanism while improving the material incentive, it will be difficult to achieve the goal of deep incentive and long-term incentive.

IV. EFFECTIVE CONSTRUCTION OF INCENTIVE MECHANISM FOR INNOVATIVE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL TALENTS

A. Material Incentive

Material reward can not only improve the quality of life of scientific and technological talents, but also enable talents to gain social and cultural identity. Material incentive can be carried out from three aspects: salary incentive mechanism, bonus incentive mechanism and welfare incentive mechanism to provide more effective material guarantee for innovative scientific and technological talents.

The salary incentive mechanism needs to change the previous salary system which is mainly based on the post skill salary system, to realize a multi-mode salary system, and to more reflect the contribution of scientific and technological talents. It is also necessary to link the salary income of scientific and technological talents with the performance of units to further stimulate the enthusiasm and creativity of scientific and technological talents. As for the bonus incentive mechanism, the bonus incentive is conducted for the talents who can effectively complete the organizational tasks, guarantee the work results and make outstanding contributions in various aspects, so as to stimulate the enthusiasm and creativity of scientific and technological talents to a greater extent. On the basis of the above incentive mechanism, a humanized welfare incentive system should be established. For example, scientific and technological talents can have paid vacation, and provide them with some free medical examinations and official subsidies. In addition, relevant units should also provide five insurance and one fund for scientific and technological talents, solve the problems of old-age pension and medical treatment for employees, and provide comprehensive welfare guarantee for scientific and technological talents.

B. Affirmative Incentive

Achieving affirmation of work results can make scientific and technological talents get a sense of achievement that material returns cannot bring. This way affirms the level, ability and contribution of scientific and technological talents, and is a celebration of their successful performance of their duties. Affirmative incentive can be carried out from three aspects: affirming the accomplishment of tasks, affirming scientific and technological progress and affirming innovative ideas.

Affirm the completion of tasks, focus on special tasks, timely affirm the efforts made by scientific and technological talents, and comprehensively summarize the achievements of scientific and technological talents in all aspects. Affirm scientific and technological progress, affirm the achievements of scientific and technological talents in the field of scientific and technological progress, make a good plan for award evaluation, and actively organizing awards such as the Science and Technology Progress Award. Affirm innovative thinking. For scientific and technological talents with strong innovative spirit, the organization should encourage and support them to affirm their innovative thinking and free exploration of science.

C. Cultural Incentive

Good organizational culture can make scientific and technological talents have a sense of belonging and achievement. Through the shaping of organizational culture, it can achieve the effect of motivating organizational members. It is necessary to strengthen the cultural education of scientific and technological talents, implement the core values of "national interests first", adhere to the trend, always maintain the advanced nature, always carry forward the scientific spirit, always emphasize organizational discipline, and encourage scientific and technological talents to serve the motherland with fervent patriotism.
D. Emotional Motivation

Emotional motivation means giving emotional care to scientific and technological talents, strengthening emotional communication, respecting, trusting and caring for scientific and technological talents, satisfying their emotional needs in various ways, and keeping them in good mood and lasting enthusiasm for work.

Within the organizational management talents, the superior management should respect the personality of the scientific and technological talents, respect the pioneering spirit, enterprising spirit and unique views of the scientific and technological talents. Trust scientific and technological talents and let them work boldly. When scientific and technological talents encounter difficulties, their superiors should actively support them to help scientific and technological talents solve problems and increase the sense of security and trust of scientific and technological talents. Help scientific and technical personnel to maintain the optimism of life and enhance the ability to withstand setbacks.

E. Target Motivation

Target motivation is to motivate people's motivation and guide people's behavior through the setting of goals, so that the personal goals of science and technology talents are closely linked with organizational goals, in order to stimulate the enthusiasm, initiative and creativity of science and technological talents.

The goal is the expected result of action and the object of meeting people's needs. Appropriate setting goals can stimulate people's motivation and mobilize people's enthusiasm. The ultimate goal of scientific and technological talents and the ultimate goal of the enterprise must be consistent. Through setting goals to stimulate the motivation of scientific and technological talents, guide their behavior, and combine individual needs with technological goals, so as to stimulate the enthusiasm of scientific and technological talents and reimburse the motherland with greater enthusiasm to join the cause.

F. Work Motivation

Through scientific distribution of work, appropriate scientific and technological talents are arranged in appropriate positions and human resources are reasonably allocated to enable organizational members to realize their self-value as much as possible, so as to achieve the purpose of motivation. For scientific and technological talents who just step on the job, or technical backbones facing new challenges, they can quickly adapt to the work content and timely produce work results, which can bring great satisfaction and sense of achievement to scientific and technological talents.

G. Honorary Incentives

Honorary incentive makes an ultimate incentive means, which mainly links work achievement with promotion, model selection and advanced evaluation, and is calibrated in a certain form or name. Honorary incentives make an ultimate incentive, mainly to link work performance with promotion, selection model, and evaluation, and to be calibrated in a certain form or name. Pursuing a good reputation is the need for the development of scientific and technological talents. Honor can constantly encourage the talents of science and technology to maintain and carry forward their achievements. It can also appeal to other people and stimulate competitive power, thus producing better incentive effects.

H. Environmental Incentives

In addition to providing a quiet and harmonious office environment for scientific and technological talents, it is more important to continuously carry out technological transformation and technology introduction, add advanced scientific research equipment, provide academic exchanges, the Internet, public databases, books and other software facilities, so that scientific and technological talents can understand and master cutting-edge technical conditions.

V. CONCLUSION

Innovative scientific and technological talents are an important strategic resource of the country and an important force for the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and the realization of the "Chinese Dream". A scientific and rational incentive mechanism for scientific and technological personnel is conducive to fully mobilizing their enthusiasm, giving full play to their potential and enhancing the country's innovation capacity. Through the exploration and improvement of the incentive mechanism of innovative talents in China, this paper hopes to promote the healthy development of innovative scientific and technological talents.
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